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Foreword 

All praise is due to Allah, the Lord and Creator and the universe who 
gave me the strength to complete this project, and I ask Allah to send 
His peace and blessings be upon His final messenger Muhammad and 
all those who follow his way with righteousness until the Last Day. 

I wanted to do something different and unique with the Qur’an this 
Ramadan. Every year we recite the Qur’an, sometimes multiple times, 
during the month of Ramadan yet how much of it do we understand or 
take heed from? I decided that if every day we pondered over just one 
verse of the Qur’an, it would have a deeper impact on us than reciting 
an entire Juz without understanding. 

So I took up the task of studying the verses of the Qur’an everyday 
during my recitation, pondering over the meanings and researching their 
Tafseer, and posting it daily on my Facebook page. Every day I would 
do this with just one verse for the entire month of Ramadan. The result 
is what you see before you.  

Regarding translations, most the translations used herein are my own, 
although I did utilize many different translations which are listed in the 
bibliography. The reason for translating the verses myself, is that 
whenever I recite a verse in Arabic then read a translation, I generally 
feel there is room for improvement or simplifying the language. 

I hope you find this short work beneficial and I hope it encourages each 
of us to ponder deeper over the meanings of the Qur’an and helps us 
apply them to our daily lives. 

Was Salaam 
Abu Muawiyah Ismail Kamdar 
Head Tutorial Assistant 
Islamic Online University 
 

  

 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Abu-Muawiyah-Ismail-Kamdar/183102135079843
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Verse One: The Straight Path 
 

GَHJِKَMْOُPْاَط اSَِّUPا VWَXِاْه 
"Guide us to the straight path," (Surah Fatiha 1:5) 

Explanation: 

There is only one Surah we are required to recite every day a minimum 
of seventeen times a day (in the five daily Salah) and that is Surah 
Fatiha. The central verse of Surah Fatiha is a dua which Allah promises 
to accept and that dua is a dua for guidance.  
 
Guidance is the single most important thing a believer could ask for! It 
is more important than health, wealth and all worldly things, as without 
guidance we are lost in both worlds.  
 
Furthermore, guidance is not a once-off thing, we are constantly in need 
of Allah's guidance as we always slip and make mistakes, thus praying 
and reciting Surah Fatiha with concentration and understanding in every 
Salah every day is vital for keeping us on the straight path. 
 
So what about those of us who don't pray with understanding? Even 
worse, what about those of us who don't pray at all? How will we 
achieve success if we shun Allah’s guidance? 
 
Indeed it is a gift from Allah that he has given us this beautiful dua and 
opportunity to have it accepted so many times a day, how many of us 
appreciate and take advantage of this gift? 
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Verse Two: The Book That Guides 
 

َ̂ ُهXًى gِHhِ ۛ iَHJِjKOُkِّْP ۛ َذcَPِٰ اVKَbِPُْب VPَ َرْ_  

“This is the book regarding which there is no doubt; it is guidance 
for those who are God-conscious,” 

(Surah Baqara 2:2) 
Explanation:  
 
Page one of the Qur’an ends with a dua for guidance and page two 
begins by showing the way to achieve that guidance. It is through 
following the revelation of Allah, the Qur’an. Sadly, for many Muslims 
the Qur’an has become a souvenir on their highest bookshelf, or 
something just read for blessings without understanding or intention to 
practice its teachings.  
 
Thus the purpose of the Qur’an is lost on many of us. We should ponder 
over whether we are using the Qur’an as a book of guidance or as 
something else. If the latter is true, we need to change our attitude 
towards Allah’s book and give it its due right. 
 
In this verse, Allah also states that the guidance of the Qur’an can only 
benefit those who have Taqwa. Taqwa is often described as fear of 
Allah but that is only part of its meaning. Taqwa means to be aware of 
Allah at all times and striving to please Him and avoid His Anger, so a 
better translation for Taqwa would be God-Consciousness.  
 
Thus Taqwa is a necessary component to understanding the Qur’an and 
fasting properly is one of the ways of achieving Taqwa. Thus fasting is 
linked to understanding the Qur’an in this manner: Fasting leads to 
increase in Taqwa and an increase in Taqwa leads to deeper 
understanding of the Qur’an. 
 
 
 
To summarize: 
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1. Guidance is from Allah and is found in His Revelation 
2. The more Taqwa you have, the deeper your understanding of the 
Qur’an will be 
3. Fasting correctly leads to an increase in Taqwa. 
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Verse Three: Harmful Charity 

 

GٌHkِoَ pqrِsَ gُjkPَأًذى َوا VvَwُxَKْ_َ zٍ{َXَ|َ iِّ} SٌHْ~َ ٌةSَ�ِ�ْ}َوٌف َوSُwْj} ْ�ٌل{َ-   iَ_�ِjPا Vvَ�_َأ V_َ
�ْ_ُ VPَِس َوVjrPَء اV�َِر gُPَV}َ �ُ�ِr_ُ ي�ِjPVَ�َذىٰ َآPَْوا ِّiOَPْV�ِ Gbُ�ِV{َXَ|َ ا�kُ�ِxْ�ُ VPَ ا�rُ}َ� gِjkPV�ِ iُ}ِ

Sِ~ِ�Pْْ�ِم اHَPَْوا 

“Kind words and forgiving of faults are better than charity 
followed by hurt, and Allah is Free from all wants, Most Tolerant. 
Oh you who believe! Do not nullify your charity with reminders of 
your generosity and hurtful words like the one who spends his 

wealth to be seen by men, while he does not believe in Allah or the 
Last Day…” (Surah Baqarah 2:263-264) 

 
Explanation: 
 
A believer gives charity solely for the pleasure of Allah. He/she does 
not care if the recipient is grateful to him or remembers his charity. He 
gives to others to please Allah and out of concern for Allah’s creatures. 
As a result, a believer will give charity, forget about it and await his 
reward in the Afterlife. 
 
However, many people give charity with ulterior motives. They use 
their charity and their generosity to cause psychological harm to the 
recipients by reminding them with words like, “If it wasn’t for me, you 
would be a beggar,” and similar statements. Not only are such words 
evil and Unislamic, but they render the entire charity void of goodness. 
 
The good that comes from charity includes softening of hearts towards 
each other, instilling hope in people and increasing our empathy for 
others, yet all of these disappear once the charity is turned into a mind 
game and control tool.  
 
Allah compares such people to disbelievers who give charity for fame 
and clearly states that there is no reward for such charity as the harm 
caused is far more than what was given. It is better to excuse oneself 
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kindly without giving any wealth than to give wealth and make life 
difficult for the recipient because of it. 
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Verse Four: Halal Until Proven Haram 
 

GْbُPَِٰوَراَء َذ Vj} GbُPَ j�oَِوُأ 

“…and besides that, everything else is Halal for you…” 
(Surah Nisa 4:24) 

 
Explanantion: 
 
This verse is talking about marriage. After listing the women who it is 
Haram to marry, Allah then states that any other woman (who doesn’t 
fall into these categories) is Halal to marry.  
 
However, scholars use this verse as one of many evidences for the 
principle of Fiqh regarding worldly things, “everything is Halal until 
proven Haram,” This is part of the beauty, ease and mercy of Islam that 
Allah usually lists the Haram because the Haram are countable, while 
the Halal are too many to list. 
 
We tend to focus on things which are Haram, forgetting that there is so 
much Halal out there for us. While others declare things Haram on the 
flimsiest reasons, forgetting that Allah had left things Halal out of 
mercy to us. We shouldn’t rush to call something Haram without clear 
evidence, as to make the Halal Haram is to set yourself up as a 
legislator and partner with Allah. 
 
Another point to note is that this principle applies only to things of this 
world like marriage, business and entertainment. As for acts of worship 
then all acts of worship are innovation, except that which is proven to 
be Sunnah. 
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Verse Five: Power of Dua 

 

Vj_Sَِزَآ Vvَkَjَوَآ� VrًMَoَ V�ًVxَWَ VvَKَxَWَوَأ iٍMَoَ ٍل�xُJَ�ِ Vvََر�� VvَkَjxJَKَhَ ۖ  �َ~ََد VOَjkُآ
V{ًِرْز VَهXَr�ِ Xَ�َاَب َوSَ�ْOِPْا Vj_Sَِزَآ VvَHْkَ�َ ۖ ا�َ}V{َ ۖ  �ْPَVَل َ_Gُ_َSْ}َ V َأcِPَ ٰ�jW َهَٰ

gِjkPا Xِr�ِ iْ}ِ �ٍَب ۖ ُهVMَoِ SِHْ�َ�ِ ُءV َ_َ i}َ ُزُقSْ_َ gَjkPا jِإن  

“’So her Lord accepted her well and made her grow up well, and 
put Zakariya in charge of her. Every time Zakariya entered her 

sanctuary, he found food by her. He asked, ‘Oh Maryam, How did 
you get this?’ She replied, ‘It is from Allah. Surely, Allah provides 

for whomever He wills without measure,” 
(Surah Aal Al-Imraan 3:37) 

Explanation: 
 
In this verse, the chosen woman Maryam (peace be upon her) teaches us 
all a very important lesson about Rizq (sustenance) and Tawakul 
(putting your trust in Allah). While her receiving this food was a 
miracle, it however teaches us to always remember that nothing is 
impossible for Allah and if we find ourselves in situations which it 
seems only a miracle can save us, then trust Allah and pray to Him for 
such a miracle. 
 
Look at the example of Prophet Zakariya (peace be upon him) who was 
old and childless when this incident happened. Yet when Maryam told 
him this, he went and made dua for a child and Allah provided him with 
a son, the Prophet Yahya (peace be upon him). 
 
We should have the same reaction when reading and hearing of such 
miraculous providing from the One who controls the universe, and 
immediately ask Him for things which no human can assist us with.  
 
Tawakul and understanding Allah’s attribute of being the provider can 
have the following benefits for us, among others: 
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1) It can protect us from depression and despair, and increases patience 
and hope 
 
2) It can keep us optimistic and motivated in the most difficult of tests 
 
3) It keeps us content with what we receive in sustenance after working 
hard, knowing full well that Allah provides for us what we need and 
will not test us with that which we can’t handle 
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Verse Six: Universal Justice 

 ¥ِMْJِPْV�ِ اَءXَvَ¦ُ gِjkPِ iَH}ِاj�{َ ا�Wُا ُآ��rُ}َ� iَ_�ِjPا Vvَ�_َأ V_َ
َوا��Jُjا اgَjkP ۖ ا�PُXِ�ْاُهَ�َأْ}JْjKkkِ�ُSََ�ىَٰۚوkَwَ}ٍ�ْJَWُ�rَ َOْbُjr}َSِ§ْ_َVPَى�PُXِwْ�َVjP�َٰاۖ

ۚOَwْ�َVOَ�ِSٌHxِ©َvَjkPVjWَنِإ�kُ  

“Oh you who believe, stand out firmly for Allah as witnesses with 
justice and do not let your enmity and hatred for a people prevent 
you from being just. Be just, it is closest to Taqwa, so be conscious 

of Allah. Verily, Allah is well-acquainted with what you do,” 
(Surah Maa’ida 5:8) 

Explanation: 

Justice is one of the key characteristics of the Shariah, and one of the 
attributes of Allah. Allah calls us in this verse to complete and total 
justice even against those whom we may dislike or even hate. Justice 
should never be blinded by emotion, whether it is negative emotion in 
being unjust to those we dislike or positive emotion by being unjust in 
favor of those whom we love. 

It is a common practice in some Muslim cultures to defend your family 
even when they are wrong, simply because they are family. This is 
injustice and completely against Islam. The prophet Muhammad (peace 
be upon him) said regarding the justice of Islam that even if his 
daughter Fatima has to steal, he would cut off her hand. This shows that 
Islam leaves no room for favoritism. 

Before jumping to support our family in any issue, we must first 
investigate the issue in an unbiased manner and make sure we are not 
supporting the one who is wrong. If our own family is oppressing 
someone else, then Islam demands that we take the path of the 
oppressed, even if our family members dislike it.  
 
Before demanding justice from others, let us first question how just are 
we in our dealings with others? 
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Verse Seven: Harmful Questions 
 

�_�rُ}َ� iَا �Pُ�َMْ�َ VPَا iْ�َ َأْ¦VHََء ِjPا Vvَ�_َأ V_َGْْ�ُآMُ�َ GْbُPَ Xَxْ�ُ ِإن  

“Oh you who believe, do not ask about things which, if made clear 
to you, may cause you harm...” (Surah Maa’ida 5:101) 

 
Explanation: 
 
Part of the ease and beauty of Islam is that Allah has purposely not 
spoken about many issues so that they remain permissible for His 
servants, based on the previously mentioned principle of everything 
being permissible until proven prohibited. 
 
In order to maintain this silent permission, Allah had prohibited asking 
unnecessary questions which could lead to the permissible becoming 
prohibited. The story of Banu Israel and the cow in Surah Baqara is a 
classical example of this. Furthermore, Muslims are prohibited from 
looking for minute details to try and find a reason to declare something 
which is Halal by nature as Haram.  
 
The general rule of permissibility needs to be maintained in all worldly 
things unless explicit evidence arises to support their prohibition, as in 
the case of smoking cigarettes which is clearly harmful to humans and 
Allah has prohibited all harmful substances. On the other hand, the 
usage of technology remains permissible as no evidence exists to regard 
it as prohibited. 
 
It is for this reason that Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) said, 
“The Muslims who have committed the gravest offence against other 
Muslims are those who ask about things which were not prohibited, but 
which became prohibited because of their questions,” (Saheeh Muslim 
30: 5821) 
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Verse Eight: Miracles 

 iَ_Xِ�ِVªَ ُةSَ�َjMPا qَJِPَْوُأ-  Vjr}َ� ا�PُV{َiَHOِPَVwَPْبِّ اSَ�ِ- ُروَنVَوَه ٰ�ªَ�}ُ َِّرب  

“The magicians fell into prostration and said we believe in the Lord 
of the Worlds, the Lord of Moses and Aaron.” 

(Surah Al-A’raaf 7:120-122) 
 
Explanation: 
 
When Pharaoh accused Prophet Moses (peace be upon him) of being a 
magician, he brought the best magicians in Egypt to challenge him and 
prove him false. However these magicians, being the experts, knew the 
limitations of magic and human ability so they immediately recognized 
what Moses had to be miracles from God and instantly realized that he 
was indeed a true prophet. It is for this reason that they believed 
immediately without hesitation when they witnessed the miracle for 
themselves. 
 
In every era, Allah sent prophets with miracles suitable to the expertise 
of the people of their time. Just like Moses came with a miracle which 
the magicians could see was beyond human capabilities, the prophet 
Muhammad (peace be upon him) too came with a miracle suitable for 
the experts from his time onwards.  
 
The Qur’an is a literary miracle as was proven by the experts of Arabic 
during the prophet’s lifetime. It is also however a miracle in a variety of 
other ways including the universal nature of its teachings, its 
explanation of natural phenomenon and its insights into human 
psychology. Indeed, the Qur’an has something for everybody to see that 
it is a miracle from God. This is what makes it the ultimate miracle. 
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Verse Nine: The True Believers 
 

Gْvُ�َْزاَد gُ�ُV_َ� GْvِHْkَ�َ �ْHَkِ�ُ َوِإَذا Gْvُ�ُ�kُ{ُ �ْkَ�َِو gُـjkPا Sَِإَذا ُذِآ iَ_�ِjPَن ا�rُ}ِ�ْOُPْا VOَjWِإ  VWًVOَ_ِإ
�_�OُHJِ_ُ iََن اVkَjUPَة َوِ{VjO َرَزْ}Vrَُه�Jُ�ِr_ُ Gَْن  -َو�kَ�َٰ َر�Kَ_َ Gْvَِِّ�آ�kُjَن ِjPا- Gُُه cَ¬ِٰـPَُأو 

 VJoَ َن�rُ}ِ�ْOُPْا ۚGٌ_Sٌِة َوِرْزٌق َآSَ�ِ�ْ}ََو Gْvَِِّر� Xَr�ِ ٌتV�ََدَر GْvُjP  

“Indeed the believers are those who, when Allah is mentioned, their 
hearts tremble and when His verses are recited, their faith 

increases, and they put their trust in their Lord, those who establish 
the prayer and pay the Zakah. Those are the true believers. They 
have high ranks in the sight of their Lord, forgiveness and a 

generous sustenance.” (Surah Anfaal 8:2-4) 

Explanation: 
 
In these important verses, Allah lists some of the characteristics of the 
true believers. Each and every one of us should strive to gain these 
attributes so that we too can have a high status in the sight of Allah 
along with the other rewards mentioned. 
 
The qualities listed in these verses are five: 
 
1. Taqwa - the trembling of the heart at the mention of Allah alludes to 
the quality of Taqwa, which we discussed previously, both in terms of 
importance and how to achieve. Taqwa is the consciousness of Allah, 
gaining it helps one benefit from the Qur’an’s guidance and it can be 
achieved through fasting, Salah and other acts of worship. 
 
2. The Qur’an impacts the heart – When it comes to the Qur’an people 
are of two types, those whose hearts are dead and are not moved by its 
message and recitation, and those who feel their faith rising and are 
moved and touched by both the recitation and message of the Qur’an. 
The latter are those who have true faith. We ask Allah to grant us true 
faith in Islam. 
 
3.Tawakul – One of the surest signs of true faith is the development of 
the quality of Tawakul. Tawakul means to trust Allah’s plan after 
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making a complete effort to fulfill our goals. The attainment of Tawakul 
is directly linked to the third reward mentioned here: generous 
sustenance. 
 
4. Establishing the Prayers – The prophet (peace be upon him) taught us 
that praying five times a day is what distinguishing a believer from a 
disbeliever. Thus, the Qur’an calls us not just to pray but to establish the 
prayers which means to pray regularly, on time and in the best manner. 
 
5. Paying the Zakah – A selfless altruistic attitude is a key quality of the 
believer. The prophet (peace be upon him) said, “None of you truly 
believes until he loves for his brother what he loves for himself,” Thus 
paying the Zakah regularly and wholeheartedly is a sign of a true 
believer. 
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Verse Ten: Blind Following 
 

 VWََءV�َ� gِHْkَ�َ VrَHْ�َPَْأ V}َ °ُxِjKWَ �ْ�َ ا�PُV{َ gُـjkPَل ا±َWَأ V}َ ا�wُxِjا� GُvُPَ �َH{ِ َن ۗ َوِإَذاVَآ �ْPََأَو
 �V�َُؤُه�kُJِwْ_َ VPَ Gَْن

َ¦V¬ًHْ َوXُKَvْ_َ VPَوَن   
“And when they are told to follow what Allah has revealed, they 
respond, ‘no, we will follow what we found our forefathers doing.’ 
Even though their forefathers did not understand nor were they 

guided,” (Surah Baqara 2:170) 
 

َذا ِ}PَVwَ�َ GْvُPَ �َHْ�ا ِإ�Pَٰ َ{V َأWَ±َل اjkPـgُ َوِإ�Pَ ا�ªُjSPِل َ}�PُVا V}َ VrَxُMْoَ َوgِHْkَ�َ VWَXْ�َ َوِإ
 VWََءV�َ�ۚVPََوV¬ًHْ َWَ�Oُkَwْ_َVkَOُْؤُهV�َ�WَVْ�َآPَوَن َأَوXُKَvْ_َ  

“And when they are told ‘come towards what Allah has revealed 
and to his messenger.’ They reply, ‘No, what our forefathers did is 

enough for us,’ Even though their forefathers did not know 
anything nor were rightly guided,” (Surah Maa’ida 5:104) 

 
Explanation: 
 
This is a message repeated multiple times in the Qur’an. In fact, the 
stories found in Surah Hud all emphasize this point, that one of the 
major causes of misguidance is blind following of the culture, beliefs 
and practices of our forefathers without verification. 
 
These verses were revealed about the disbelievers and are still true 
today, but it is also true for Muslims. There exist in Muslim 
communities too many innovated cultural practices and beliefs which 
have no basis in the Qur’an and Sunnah. Yet when these 
misunderstandings are brought to the attention of people, many respond 
in the exact words of the disbelievers of old, “This is what our 
forefathers use to do so we will follow it,”  
 
People who make such statements should think about whether they are 
following the guidance of Allah or the way of the disbelievers. 
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One of the key characteristics of Islam is the importance given to 
verification of information, and with that the prohibition of blindly 
following practices which are proven to be Unislamic. These verses 
serve as a constant reminder throughout the Qur’an that this is not an 
acceptable excuse in the sight of Allah for persisting in wrong practices. 
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Verse Eleven: The Dua of Yusuf 
 

gِHْPَِإ qrِWَ��ُXْ_َ VjO}ِ jqPَِإ �̂ oََأ iُ§ِّْMPَل َربِّ اV{َ 

“He said, ‘My Lord, the prison is more beloved to me than what 
they call me towards,” (Surah Yusuf 12:33) 

 
Explanation: 
 
Imagine being the most attractive person in your city and many 
members of the opposite gender want you in an unlawful manner. This 
is probably one of the hardest tests for any person to overcome. It is for 
this reason that I find the reaction of Prophet Yusuf (peace be upon 
him) to this test truly amazing.  
 
Not only did he refuse to commit any sin but he made dua to go to 
prison in order to escape this fitna! To him, being in prison was better 
than being in a situation in which it is easy to fall into sin. This is true 
faith at its strongest.  
 
In this story, Allah has provided all young Muslims until the end of 
time with a brilliant role model of chastity, self-control and piety. We 
ask Allah to give us all the strength to avoid the temptation of these 
kinds of sins. 
 
As an added incentive to stay away from such sins, remember that 
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) informed us that one of the 
seven types of people who will be under the shade of Allah’s throne on 
the Day of Judgment is one who resisted temptation from an attractive 
member of the opposite gender.  
 
We ask Allah to protect us from tests that we can’t handle and to give 
us the strength to do what pleases Him in all situations. 
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Verse Twelve: Qualities for success 
 

Kِ�ْوا اSُxَ|َ iَ_�ِjPَوا GُْهVrَ{َْرَز VjO}ِ ا�Jُ�َWَة َوَأVkَjUPا ا�}ُV{ََوَأ Gْvَِِّر� gِ�َْء َوV�َ
Vjr�َُت -Sªِا َوzًHَWِVkَ�َ َوَ_Xَْرُءوَن zِrَMَ�َPْV�ِ اzَ¬َِّHjMP ُأوPَـِٰ¬�xَJْ�ُ GْvُPَ cَ اjXPاِر

َ́ ِ{Gْvِ�ِV�َ� iْ َوَأْزَواGْvِ�ِ َوُذ kَ|َ i}ََو VvَWَ�kُ~ُXْ_َ ٍنXْ�َ Gْvِ�ِVj_ِّۖر  zُbَ�ِVkَOَPَْوا
 �xَJْ�ُ Gَwْrِhَ اjXPاِرۚ Vkَªٌَم �kُ~ُXْ_َ-  Gْ�ُSْxَ|َ VOَ�ِ GbُHْkَ�ََن iِّ} GvِHْkَ�َ ُآ�ِّ V�ٍَب 

“And those who are patient, seeking the pleasure of their Lord, and 
establish the prayer, and spend secretly and openly out of what we 
have provided for them, and repel evil with goodness. They shall 
have the good end. Everlasting gardens which they will enter along 
with whoever was righteous from their forefathers, spouses and 

descendants, and the angels will come to them at every gate (saying) 
peace be upon you because you were patient, so how excellent is 

your final abode,” (Surah Ra’d 13:22-23) 
 
Explanation: 
 
There are so many amazing points in these three beautiful verses, 
among them are the following. The word Sabr (patience) in mentioned 
twice in this set of verses, Allah mentions it as a quality of those who 
get the good end and Allah quotes the angels as mentioning it as the 
reason for entering Paradise.  
 
This double emphasis on Sabr as the quality for success brings home 
the fact that this life is a test and we will be tested in a variety of 
manners. It is only with patience that we can attain Allah’s pleasure. 
Note that in Islam, Sabr is of three main types: Being constant in doing 
good, restraining oneself from doing evil and persevering through 
difficulties. The word Sabr carries all three of these meanings. 
 
These verses also mention the importance of being good to those who 
are bad to us. While Islam allows us to seek justice, it is even more 
rewarding to forgive, overlook and be kind to those who treat us poorly. 
This may be difficult to do but the rewards for it are great. 
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Another beautiful point to note from this verse is that it answers the 
question as to whether we will be with our families in Paradise or alone. 
Allah confirms in this verse that indeed we will be with the righteous 
among our family in Paradise. This verse soothes the hearts of those of 
us who have lost loved ones and yearn to see them again. Inshaa Allah 
if we are righteous, we will be with them forever in Paradise. 
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Verse Thirteen: Extravagance 
 

 iَ_�ِjPَوا GُْهVrَ{َْرَز VjO}ِ ا�Jُ�َWَة َوَأVkَjUPا ا�}ُV{ََوَأ Gْvَِِّر� gِ�َْء َوV�َKِ�ْوا اSُxَ|َ
Vjr�َُت -Sªِا َوzًHَWِVkَ�َ َوَ_Xَْرُءوَن zِrَMَ�َPْV�ِ اzَ¬َِّHjMP ُأوPَـِٰ¬�xَJْ�ُ GْvُPَ cَ اjXPاِر

َ́ ِ{Gْvِ�ِV�َ� iْ َوَأْز kَ|َ i}ََو VvَWَ�kُ~ُXْ_َ ٍنXْ�َ Gْvِ�ِVj_َِّوُذر Gْvِ�َِوا
 اِرxَJْwُOَwْrِhَىVkَªَۚjXPVٌم Gْ�ُSْxَ|َ VOَ�ِ GbُHْkَ�َ  -َواVxَِّkbُrِّOOvِHْkَwَWَ�kُ~ُXْ_َzُbَ�ِVkَOَPٍْبۖ

“Indeed the spendthrifts are the brothers of the devils and the 
Satan is ever ungrateful to his Lord,’ (Surah Israa 17:27) 

 
Explanation: 
 
On the Day of Judgment we will be asked two primary questions 
regarding our wealth which are how we earned and spent it. This verse 
applied to the latter. Islam teaches us to enjoy the blessings of Allah 
which he has bestowed on us but this enjoyment must be moderate.  
 
Mujahid (RA) said regarding this verse, "If a man spends all his wealth 
on appropriate things, then he is not a spendthrift, but if he spends a 
little inappropriately, then he is a spendthrift.'' 
 
Enjoyment becomes wasteful when it: 
 
1. Makes one forget one’s purpose in life 
2. Leads to ingratitude to Allah, dissatisfaction and constant desire for 
more 
3. Makes one forget the poor and weak and those who we should share 
our wealth with 
4. Is spent on sinful matters and corrupt things 
 
In this verse, Allah compares people who waste and are extravagant to 
the devils. Ibn Kathir says that this is because they have a common trait. 
Allah mentions the common trait in this verse; both the devils and 
spendthrifts are ungrateful to Allah. In Islam, gratitude is not just a 
matter of words but true gratitude lies in obedience to Allah. If one is 
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grateful for the wealth Allah has blessed them with then they would not 
waste it on things which are displeasing to Allah. 
 
The main lesson to take from this verse is to hold ourselves accountable 
for both how we earn and spend our wealth and to always show our 
gratitude to Allah in how we utilize His bounties. 
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Verse Fourteen: Why Bad Things Happen 
 

ُ̧ ُ{ْ�ِ{VrَH ِ©َhَ iِHْrَ َأن ُ_SِْهVWًVHَ�ْ·ُ VOَvُJَ َوُآSً�ْا  hََ�َرْدVWَ  -َوَأ{Vj اVkَ�ُPُْم Vbَhََن َأَ�َ�ا
VOًoَْب ُرSَ{ًْة َوَأVَزَآ gُrِّْ} اSًHْ~َ VOَvَُر�� VOَvُPَXِxْ_ُ َأن 

 
“As for the boy, his parents were believers and we feared that we 
would oppress them by rebellion and disbelief, so we intended that 
their Lord replaces him for them with one who is righteous and 

closer to kindness,” (Surah Kahf 18:80-81) 
 
Explanation: 
 
In the story of the prophets Moosa and Khidhr meeting each other, we 
have a very important example of Allah’s wisdom in allowing bad 
things to happen to us. The death of this young boy would have been 
devastating to his parents yet they would probably never realize that his 
death was a blessing in disguise, as Allah knew that he would grow up 
to make life difficult for his parents and Allah wanted to protect them 
from this. 
 
This is a vital lesson for all of us. Too often we react negatively when 
afflicted with a tragedy or test but as believers we must trust in Allah’s 
plan, accept that He knows best and be patient. If we are patient, Allah 
will reward us and replace what we have lost with that which is better, 
just as in this story He replaced the rebellious son with a righteous one. 
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Verse Fifteen: Dawah In All Situations 
 

VH ِ�ًَة َوSَbْ�ُ ُِّ��اxªَ َأن GْvِHْPَِإ ٰ�oََ�ْوhَ اِبSَ�ْOِPْا iَ}ِ gِ}ِ�ْ{َ ٰ�kَ�َ َجSَ©َhَ 

“Then he came out to his people from his prayer room and told 
them via signs to Glorify Allah in the mornings and afternoons,” 

(Surah Maryam 19:11) 
 
Explanation: 
 
When Prophet Zakariya (Peace be upon him) was told that he would 
have a son named Yahya, he asked Allah for a sign. Allah gave it to him 
and this sign was that he would not be able to speak for three nights 
despite having no physical illness. One beautiful aspect of this story is 
that Prophet Zakariya (peace be upon him) did not use this silence as an 
excuse to take a break from Dawah for three nights. Instead he did 
Dawah using a form of gestures with his hands. 
 
This shows us the importance the Prophets attached to the Dawah, they 
would not allow anything to prevent them from doing it and if an 
obstacle came up, they would use their creativity to think up an 
alternative method of Dawah.  
 
So the question we should ask ourselves is what excuse do we have for 
not doing the Dawah? 
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Verse Sixteen: Blessing in Disguise 

 Gْbُrِّ} zٌxَUْ�ُ cِhْºِPْV�ِ ُءواV�َ iَ_�ِjPا jِۚإنGbُjPاS َُه�xُMَ�ْ�َVPَۖGْbُjPSٌHْ~َ�َvُkْ�َ  

“Indeed those who spread the slander are a group from amongst 
you. Do not think that it is bad for you, rather it is good for you…” 

(Surah Noor 24:11) 
 
Explanation: 
 
The story of the slander against our mother Ayesha Bint Abi Bakr is a 
powerful and moving story which contains many important lessons. 
When Allah revealed these verses in Surah Noor to clarify her 
innocence, not only did it clarify her innocence and forever raise her 
status to “Al-Mutabarri’u Fee Kitaabillah” (The one whose innocence is 
declared in the book of Allah) but it taught us important lessons like 
thinking good of others, ignoring rumors and the evil of slander.  
 
This entire passage deserves to be studied in details as the lessons 
contained herein are very relevant to our times. 
 
However, one verse from this passage really struck me and it is the one 
I quoted above. Allah informs the prophet (peace be upon him) and 
Ayesha in this verse that even though the slander seemed like a very 
bad thing, it was actually good for them. Through this slander, their 
relationship got closer, her Taqwa reached a higher level and her status 
in this ummah reached an amazingly high level.  
 
Thus, an event which caused them so much grief ended up being one of 
the biggest blessings to her. We can all learn from this the same lesson 
which we learned from the story of Musa and Khidr, that when Allah 
allows bad things to happen to us, there is always some good in it even 
if we can’t see it.  
 
This lesson is repeated multiple times in the Qur’an and this story is one 
powerful proof of it. 
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Verse Seventeen: Hope for Sinners 

¬َِّHªَ gُـjkPُِّل اXxَ_ُ cَ¬ِٰـPَُ�وhَ V�ًPِV|َ VkًOَ�َ �َOِ�ََو iَ}ََب َو�V�َ i}َ VjPٍت ِإVrَMَoَ Gْvِ�ِV
اjkPـsَ gُُ��ًرا رVOًHoِj َوَآVَنۗ  

“Except for those who repent, believe and do good deeds. For those, 
Allah will replace their sins with good deeds and Allah is Most 

Forgiving, Most Merciful” (Surah Furqaan 25:70) 
 
Explanation: 
 
In one of my favorite passages in the Qur’an, Allah mentions this 
powerful verse of hope for those of us who have fallen into sin. After 
mentioning that fornication, murder and polytheism lead to the Hellfire; 
Allah reminds us that as long as we are alive we have a chance to 
repent. 
 
Not only will this repentance erase the sins from our records, but Allah 
will replace them with good deeds out of His Supreme Mercy. This 
verse is an amazing motivator and hope-giver for those of us who feel 
we have strayed too far away to turn back. No matter what we have 
done in our lives, it is never too late to repent, as long as we are alive 
and our repentance is sincere. 
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Verse Eighteen: The Sound Heart 

ٍ̂ GٍHkِªَِإiْ}َ VjP َأَ�� اjkP -َ_ْ�َم V}َ °ُ�َr_َ VPٌَل َو�rُ�َ VPََن  kْJَ�ِ gَـ  

“The day when neither wealth not children will benefit, except the 
one who comes to Allah with a sound heart” 

(Surah Shu’araa 26:88-89) 
 
Explanation: 
 
When Allah talks about the heart in the Qur’an, he is talking about the 
metaphysical heart, i.e. the place of emotion, thoughts and feelings. The 
importance of checking one’s heart can’t be underestimated in Islam. 
Numerous Hadith indicate the importance of having a sound heart, like 
the statement of the prophet (peace be upon him), “Taqwa is here” 
(pointing to his heart) or his statement, “There is a piece of flesh in the 
body if it is corrupt, the whole body is corrupt and if it is sound, the 
whole body is sound, it is the heart,” 
 
According to the Qur’an, hearts are of three types:  
 
1. The dead heart – that which does not think about Allah at all and 
feels no guilt in sin. Allah describes those who have rejected faith as 
having dead hearts. 
 
2. The sick heart – A heart which is mixed, it contains some love of 
Allah but at the same time it desires certain sins. It is continuously 
wavering between obedience and disobedience. 
 
3. The sound heart (also translated as the healthy heart) – a heart which 
is full of the love of Allah, attached to the Afterlife and detached from 
this world. A person with a sound heart gets upset when he/she sins, 
feels bad at missing any habitual extra acts of worship and is content 
with the decree of Allah. 
 
May Allah grant us all sound hearts. 
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For more details, I recommend reading the book “Ibn Taymiyyah’s 
Essay on the Heart” by Dr Abu Ameenah Bilal Philips or “Psychology 
from an Islamic Perspective” by Dr Aisha Utz 
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Verse Nineteen: Worship is for Our Own Sake 

 gِMِ�ْrَPِ XُِهV§َ_ُ VOَjWºِhَ XََهV�َ i}ََۚوiَHOِPَVwَPْVrِwَpHrِ�َkَvَـjkPVjWِإ  

“And whoever strives, he strives for his own sake, for indeed Allah 
is not in need of anything in this universe,” (Surah Ankabut 29:6) 

 
Explanation: 
 
In this verse, Allah is reminding us that He is not in need of our 
worship. Allah is Al-Ghani (The independent, free from all needs) and 
whether we choose to worship Him or not has no impact on His 
Greatness. 
 
Rather, Allah reminds us here that our worship and efforts to please 
Allah are for our own benefit. Everything that Allah has prescribed for 
us is beneficial for us and everything that Allah has prohibited is 
harmful to us. Thus by striving to worship Allah, we are doing what is 
best for ourselves and if we choose to ignore our purpose in life, we 
only harm ourselves. 
 
Also note that the verb Jaahada in this verse refers to Jihad of the Nafs 
or striving to practice Islam and does not refer to the physical Jihad. 
That is an important point to note as many have a misconception that 
the word Jihad in the Qur’an always refers to physical warfare. This is 
incorrect as there are verses were it refers to Jihad of the Nafs, Dawah 
and speaking the truth as well. 
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Verse Twenty: What Will the People Say? 

ُ̧ V َ©ْ�َ َأن ��oََأ gُـjkPَس َواVjrPَوَ�ْ©َ � ا 

“…Do you fear the people while Allah has more right that you fear 
Him?...” (Surah Ahzaab 33:37) 

 
Explanation: 
 
One of the most common excuses for committing sins or leaving out 
good deeds is “what will the people say?” We have become so 
culturally and socially driven that the opinions of people matter more to 
some of us than the obedience of Allah. 
 
As believers however, it would be more appropriate to ask ourselves, 
“What will Allah say?”  
 
Fearing people more than Allah is a form of Shirk in Ibaadah 
(polytheism in worship). While it is not, in itself, severe enough to take 
a person out of the fold of Islam, it is a major sin which can lead down 
the path to apostasy. 
 
As believers, we need to be strong and firm, always doing the right 
thing with complete trust in Allah, knowing that if He is protecting us, 
nobody can harm us. With this belief, we can stop worrying about what 
the people will say. 
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Verse Twenty One: Brave 
 

�Uَ اzِrَ_XِOَPْ َرُ�ٌ� َ_V{َ ٰ�wَMَْل َ_V َ}ْ�ِم ا��wُxِjا اiَHkِªَSْOُPَْوV�ََء ِ{iْ َأْ}  

“And a man came running from the outskirts of the city saying, ‘Oh 
my people, follow the messengers!” (Surah Yaseen 36:20) 

 
Explanation: 
 
The bravery of this man never ceases to amaze me, every time I read 
this story. This is a unique story in Surah Yaseen in which Allah does 
not mention the names of any of the people involved. The focus is 
solely of the lessons. The story begins with two messengers being sent 
to a city. When the people did not believe them, Allah sent a third 
messenger.  
 
Yet still the people persisted in their disbelief, except for one man, who 
urgently and passionately warned his people to obey the messengers 
and follow the true religion. Think about what you would do if your 
entire city were violently opposed to the truth and you were the sole 
believer amongst them?  
 
Thinking about that makes us value this man’s bravery even more. 
Eventually, he was martyred and even then, he wished his people could 
see what Allah had rewarded him with in Paradise so that perhaps they 
too would believe. 
 
Such was his concern for his people that even after they killed him, he 
still wished they would believe and be saved from the Hellfire. Ibn 
Abbas said that this showed his sincerity to the people when he called 
them to obey the messengers. (Tafsir Ibn Kathir) 
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Verse Twenty Two: A Single Blast 

 ِإن َآWَVْ� ِإzً�َHْ|َ VjP َواXَoًِة ºِhََذا ُهXُ}ِV~َ Gْوَن

“It was only one blast and they all were silenced (dead)” 
(Surah Yaseen 36:29) 

 
Explanation: 
 
Continuing the story of the community who rejected three messengers 
and killed the one believer amongst them, Allah informs us that He 
destroyed them with one single blast. The scholars differ on the nature 
of this blast (Sayha) but they all agree that it was something quick and 
sudden which left the entire city dead. The use of the word Khaamid 
(silent, quite) indicated that the town could have been busy and full of 
noise one second then dead quite and destroyed the next. This shows the 
suddenness of Allah’s punishment.  
 
This is a very important verse for all of us to ponder over. Death can 
come in many forms, as can Allah’s punishment, not all of them are big 
or dramatic. All it can take is a single instant and our life in this Dunya 
can be over. 
 
The prophet (peace be upon him) told us, “Frequently remember the 
destroyer of pleasures (death)” Thinking about death, its suddenness 
and the fact that we can leave this Dunya at any time should keep any 
sincere human on the straight path, doing good so that we can meet 
Allah with a good end. I ask Allah to grant us all good endings. 
 
Note: the Tafseer of Surah Yaseen (Tafseer 201) is part of the BAIS 
program at the Islamic Online University. 
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Verse Twenty Three: The Trial of Wealth 
 

اVjrPُس ُأ{zًj َواXَoًِة OَoْjSPV�ِ Sُ�ُbْ_َ iOَPِ Vrَkْwَ§َjPـzٍj»hِ iِّ} V�ًJُªُ Gْvِ�ِ�HُxُPِ iِٰ َوَ{Vwَِرَج َوVPَ�ْPَ َأن َ_�bَُن 
َوُزْ~VhًSُ  -َوGْvِ�ِ�HُxُPِ َأْ�َ�اV�ً َوSُªًُرا bِjK_َ VvَHْkَ�َُ¬�َن  - Sُvَ¼ْ_َ VvَHْkَ�َوَن

�VHَ�َPْV�ُVKَ}َVjOkَbَPِِٰةَۚ�kbُWَوِإVHَWْ�XPۚاjKOُkْkِbََِّر�Xَr�ُِةSَ~ِ�PَْواiَHJِ 

“And if it were not for the fact that all mankind would have become 
one (disbelieving) community, We would have provided for those 
who disbelieved in the Most Merciful silver roofs for their houses 
and (silver) staircases with which to ascend, and doors (of silver) 
for their houses and thrones (of silver) on which to recline, and 

adornments of gold. Yet all of that is nothing but the enjoyment of 
this world, while the Hereafter with your Lord is only for those who 

are God-conscious,” (Surah Zukhruf 43:33-35) 
 
Explanation: 
 
In these verses, Allah shows us the true nature of this world. It, with all 
its riches, is nothing in the sight of Allah. The prophet (peace be upon 
him) said that this world is worth less that the rotten carcass of a dead 
donkey, he even said that it is worth less than the wing of a mosquito. 
So why do we keep chasing after it? 
 
This verse also refutes the misconception that wealth is an indicator of 
Allah’s pleasure with someone. Wealth does not indicate Allah’s 
pleasure or displeasure; it is a test just like poverty. Many of the richest 
people in the world (who can afford the things mentioned in this verse) 
are not Muslim. This is a test for them, as it is for us. Will we follow the 
footsteps of the disbelievers, blinded by this world, thinking it leads to 
success, or will we realize true success lies in the obedience of Allah 
and attainment of Paradise? 
 
Another interesting point in this verse is Allah’s usage of His beautiful 
name “Ar-Rahman” (The Most Merciful). Scholars of Aqeedah and 
Tafseer say that this name indicates His Mercy to everything including 
disbelievers, and this is evident in this verse. Despite their disbelief and 
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evil deeds, Allah might still bless them with the best of this world; this 
is mercy on a level that no human can imagine doing. 

Verse Twenty Four: Patience 
 

�ِªُ�SPا iَ}ِ ِم±ْwَPْا �Pُُأو Sَxَ|َ VOََآ Sْxِ|ْVhَ 

“So remain patient like how the strong-willed messengers were 
patient…” (Surah Ahqaf 46:35) 

 
Explanation: 
 
Patience is one of the fundamental qualities needed for success in both 
worlds. Without it, we can easily fail any test sent our way. In this 
verse, Allah reminds us that when we go through trials, we should 
remember that the messengers went through worse trials yet they were 
patient with it so we too should be patient. Remembering the stories of 
the prophets and the trials they faced can ease our trials and help us 
remain strong. 
 
This verse mentions the strong-willed messengers (Ulul Azam Minal 
Rusul) which refer to the five greatest messengers of Allah, namely 
Nuh, Ibrahim, Moosa, Eesa and Muhammad (peace be upon them all). 
These five are regarded as the greatest due to the trials they faced and 
overcame and their overall impact on the Dawah. It would be wise to 
learn their stories and follow their examples. 
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Verse Twenty Five: Understand The Qur’an 
 

SٍِآjX�} i}ِ �ْvَhَ Sِِّْآ�kPِ َن�SْJُPْا VWَSْjM_َ XْJَPََو 

“Indeed we have made the Qur’an easy to understand and 
remember so is there anyone who will receive the reminder?” 

(Surah Qamar 54:17,22,32,40) 
 
Explanation: 
 
This point is emphasized four times in one Surah. Even though the 
Qur’an includes some passages which require explanation of scholars, 
the general message of the Qur’an is easy to grasp and understand, and 
the entire Qur’an is easy to memorize. In fact, the level of ease that 
Allah has placed in memorizing the Qur’an is a miracle in of itself. The 
idea of millions of young Muslims who don’t understand a word of 
Arabic being able to memorize the entire Qur’an in Arabic word for 
word is something unmatched in human history. 
 
Yet despite, Allah making the Qur’an so easy and accessible to us, how 
many Muslims make an effort to recite, understand and follow the 
teachings of the Qur’an? This is the question Allah asks us four times in 
this Surah and this is the question we should constantly ask ourselves 
and introspect. Do we recite the Qur’an on a daily basis? Do we make a 
daily attempt to increase our understanding of the Qur’an? Do we 
follow the teachings of the Qur’an in every aspect of our lives? Ponder 
over these questions and if any of the answers are negative, make a 
committed effort to change your relationship with Allah’s book. 
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Verse Twenty Six: the Circulation of Wealth 
 
 ٰ�}َVKَHَPَْوا ٰ��َSْJُPْي ا�ِPِِل َو�ªُjSkPَِو gِـjkkِhَ ٰىSَJُPَْأْهِ� ا iْ}ِ gِPِ�ªَُر ٰ�kَ�َ gُـjkPَء اVhََأ Vj}

 Gْbُr}ِ ِءVHَrِsْ�َPْا iَHْ�َ zًPََن ُدو�bُ_َ VPَ qَْآ �ِHxِjMPا iِ�َْوا iِHِآVMَOَPَْوا
ۚvَWَV}َ�َوُه�ُ©ُ�َPُ�ªُjSPVOُُآV�َ�V}َا َو�vُKَWVhَ gُrْ�َ GُْآVۚgَـjkPاا�Jُjَۖوا�wِPْاXُ_Xِ َvَـjkPVjWِبِإVJَ  

“Whatever Allah has given as booty for His messenger from the 
people of the villages, then it is for Allah, his messenger, the 

relatives, the orphans, the poor and the traveler, so that it is not 
only circulated among the wealthy amongst you, so whatever the 
messenger gives you, take it and whatever he prohibits you from, 
abstain from it, and have Taqwa of Allah, for verily Allah is severe 

in punishment” (Surah Hashr 59:7) 
 
Explanation: 
 
There are so many benefits to be taken from this beautiful verse. The 
first segment of this verse states that the poor have a right to the war 
booty. This is a unique feature of the Islamic Justice System. In most 
systems the war booty is distributed only among the soldiers, yet in 
Islam the poor and weak have a right to be cared for and protected, thus 
Zakah, Zakah Al-Fitr, Sadaqah and a portion of the war booty have all 
been assigned as the rights of the poorer segment of the community. 
 
The reason for this is stated in the next part of the verse, “so that it 
(wealth) is not circulated among the rich among you only,” This shows 
a major difference between Islam and Capitalism. Capitalism is founded 
upon greed and survival of the fittest. Everybody is only interested in 
their own material success, even at the expense of others. Thus, in a 
Capitalistic society, there are large divides between the ‘haves’ and 
‘have-nots’.  
 
Islam shuns this mentally and teaches us to love for our brothers what 
we love for ourselves, and that Allah has provided enough for 
everybody to be well-off. Thus a Muslim works hard to attain Halal 
wealth, while at the same time helps others do the same as well. 
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Finally, this verse mentions an important principle of Fiqh: the 
importance of the commands and prohibitions of the Messenger (peace 
be upon him). Whatever the Messenger commands us to do is 
obligatory and whatever he prohibits is Haraam. This is one of the most 
explicit evidences of the importance of the Sunnah/Hadith as a source 
of Islamic Law. 
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Verse Twenty Seven: Kindness to Non-Muslims 
 
�_�kُ�ِVJَ_ُ GْPَ iَُآqhِ Gْ اiِ_ِّXP َوSِ©ْ_ُ GْPَُ��ُآiِّ} G ِدَ_VِرُآGْ َأن �Sxَ�َوُهِjPا iِ�َ gُـjkPا GُُآVvَrْ_َ VjP Gْ

 GْvِHْPَُ��ا ِإMِJْ�َُۚوiَH�ِMِJْOُPْV�x�ِHُvَـjkPVjWِإ  

“Allah does not forbid you from being kind and just to those who 
do not fight you for religion or expel you from your homes, rather 

Allah loves those who are just,” (Surah Mumtahina 60:8) 
 
Explanation: 
 
This verse is the clearest refutation of the misconception that Islam 
promotes terrorism and bigotry. This verse makes it quite clear that the 
verses dealing with war and fighting apply only to those who fight 
Muslims or oppress them. To everybody else, the principles of justice 
and kindness apply. 
 
Justice and kindness are two of the fundamental principles of the 
Islamic system. The prophet (peace be upon him) said regarding 
kindness, “None of you truly believe until he loves for his brother what 
he loves for himself,” and regarding justice this verse is very clear, 
“Allah loves those who are just,” 
 
As Muslims, we are obligated to be just in all our dealings, not favoring 
one person over another due to their race, religion, wealth or social 
status, and we have to be kind to all of Allah’s creation. Not just 
humans, but we need to be kind even to animals, plants and the earth 
itself. It is this high level of kindness and justice that Muslims should 
strive for always. 
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Verse Twenty Eight: Tawakul 
 

 V�ًSَ©ْ}َ gُjP �wَ§ْ_َ gَـjkPا �ِjK_َ i}ََو-  ُ̂ MِKَ�ْ_َ VPَ ¾ُHْoَ iْ}ِ gُ{ُْزSْ_ََو
ۚgُxُMْoَ�َvُ�َvِـjkPVىkَwَkْjَ�آKَHَr}ََۚوgَـjkPVjWِإ ِ̧ Sِ}َْأ ¿ُPِV�َ 

“...Whoever has Taqwa of Allah, He will make for him a way out 
and provide for him from where he does not expect, and whoever 

places their trust in Allah, He is sufficient for him…” 
(Surah Talaq 65:2-3) 

 
Explanation: 
 
These are some of the most powerful verses of hope in the Qur’an. 
Every human is tested in regards to their trust (Tawakul) in Allah and in 
these situations, those who are patient and show true God-
consciousness and trust will find their problems solved in miraculous 
manners. 
 
The truth of this promise in these verses can be seen numerous times. 
How many people do you know off, who have been tested and when 
proven their faith, Allah opened doors for them from such places where 
they did not expect? 
 
So whenever you are going through a trial and feel the world 
constraining against you, remember to stay firm in your Taqwa and 
Tawakul and never waiver. If you do so, then you will literally witness 
miracles! 
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Verse Twenty Nine: The Dawah of Nuh 
 

 Gْkَhَ َ_ِ±ْدُهGْ ُدq�ِV�َ ِإSَhِ VjPاًرا - َ}Vَل َربِّ ِإqِّW َدَ�ْ�ُت َ}ْ�ِ{VkًHْPَ q َوVvَWًَرا

“He (Noah) said, ‘Oh my Lord, indeed I have called my people day 
and night, and my calling as only increased them in running away,” 

(Surah Nuh 71:5-6) 
 
Explanation: 
 
Every Da’ee should read Surah Nuh and the story of this great prophet. 
Nuh (peace be upon him) did Dawah to his people for 950 years, yet 
only a handful of them believed. This is despite the fact that he gave 
everything to the Dawah. As clearly stated in this verse he called them 
day and night. Can you imagine the patience needed for calling people 
for nine centuries without a positive response? This alone is a good 
enough reason for Prophet Nuh being included in the Ulul-Azm Min 
Ar-Rusul (strong-willed messengers).  
 
In this is a very important lesson for all du’aat. Allah will not look at 
our results, but rather our efforts. If a Da’ee had to call people and they 
responded, then he would get the reward of both his calling and their 
good deeds. On the other hand, if a Da’ee called people and they did not 
respond, then he will get the reward of his calling as well as his patience 
to their rejection. Either way, it is a win-win situation for Du’aat. The 
only option of loss is if we choose not to do the Dawah, because then 
we will be held accountable for not conveying the message. 
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Verse Thirty: Success is for the Believers 
 

�اُب َ�َ GْvُPََو Gَjrvَ�َ اُب�َ�َ Gْvُkَhَ ُ��ا�Kُ_َ GْPَ jGÀُ ِتVrَ}ِ�ْOُPَْوا iَHrِ}ِ�ْOُPْا ا�rُKَhَ iَ_�ِjPا jِإن
  �ِ_Sِ�َPْا VvَKِ�ْ�َ i}ِ يSِ§ْ�َ ٌتVjr�َ GْvُPَ ِتV�َPِVjUPا ا�kُOِ�َا َو�rُ}َ� iَ_�ِjPا jِإن

 SُHxَِذPْVbَPَِٰ�ْ�ُزاbَPْاVvَWْ�َPُْر

“Indeed those who put the believing men and women to trial and do 
not repent, for them is the punishment of Hell, for them is the 

punishment of the fire. Indeed those who believe and do righteous 
deeds, for them are gardens beneath which rivers flow, that is the 

great victory,” (Surah Burooj 85:10-11) 
 
Explanation: 
 
These verses end the amazing story of the boy and the king. The story is 
too long to mention here, you can read it in any book of Tafsir or in 
Saheeh Muslim (or you can watch the animated movie), however the 
ending of the story is important. The story ends with the boy being 
killed by the tyrant ruler and then all the believers were thrown into a 
fire by the tyrants for believing in Allah. This seems like a sad tragic 
ending for an Islamic story, however for a Muslim this is not so. 
 
Allah concludes this story by stating that the tyrants who did not repent 
ended up in Hellfire, while the believers who were killed ended up in 
Paradise, so it was actually the believers who were victorious. This 
teaches us the mindset a Muslim should have, that success is not based 
on worldly outcomes but rather on acceptance by Allah.  
 
Another amazing point in these verses is the clause that Allah adds ‘and 
do not repent,’ meaning that if the tyrants who killed these believers in 
such a barbaric fashion had to believe and repent, Allah would have 
forgiven them this horrific crime. SubhanAllah, how wide is Allah’s 
Mercy? He truly forgives any sin that a person sincerely repents from. 
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Conclusion: 
 
The Qur’an is the most powerful book on earth. Every verse is a gem 
full of powerful life changing lessons. This is just a glimpse at the 
beauty and power of the Word of Allah. 
 
I pray to Allah that we all make it a habit to recite the Qur’an daily with 
understanding and contemplation, that Allah opens our hearts to the 
deeper meanings of the Qur’an and makes us living examples of the 
teachings of the Qur’an in practice. 
 
I close off with the words of Allah: 

 
 V�َxْªَُن َر�cَÁ َربÁ اj±wِPِْة Uِ_َ VjO�َُ��َن

iَHkِªَSْOُPْا �kَ�َ ٌمVkَªََو 
iَHOِPَVwَPْا Áَرب gِjkPِ XُOْ�َPَْوا 

 
“Glory be to your Lord, the Lord of Honor, above what they describe, 
and peace be on the messengers and all praise is due to Allah, the Lord 

of the worlds.” (Surah Saffaat 37:180-182) 
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